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Advantages of the Cloud
Enhance collaboration and standardization while reducing the total 
cost of ownership of your quality management software.

Leverage the Advantages of the Cloud
For three decades, manufacturers have relied on InfinityQS® software as their go-to Statistical Process Control 
(SPC)-powered Quality Intelligence solution. ProFicient’s rich, full-featured capabilities enable real-time responses 
on the plant floor and data-driven decision-making using off-line data analysis. 

However, our cloud-hosted solution, ProFicient™ on Demand (PoD), offers key advantages that enable you to 
move to true enterprise-level digital transformation.

• InfinityQS manages the PoD IT infrastructure, reducing your IT burden and improving standardization

• With PoD, all your facilities will use the same software version—with the same functionality set

• All your quality data—from every site—is in one database, making it easy to collaborate effectively

Now is the Time to Seize the Opportunities of the Cloud
PoD offers flexible, scalable SPC software hosted in the cloud, enabling organizations to reduce deployment and 
maintenance costs while supporting operational agility and scalability.

PoD’s Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model enables you to quickly establish browser-based access for teams and 
users across every location in your organization. All sites have instant access to the latest ProFicient version and 
features.

Likewise, when you migrate your ProFicient on premises systems to this cloud-based Quality Intelligence 
solution, you’ll gain instant access to quality information from across your enterprise—enabling real-time 
collaboration and revealing operational insights that can help your teams improve product quality and process 
efficiency.
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Cloud Advantages: See Data Easier and Faster, with Lower Costs
PoD stores quality and process data from all your sites in a single data repository, enabling you to promote best 
practices and discover cost-saving opportunities you didn’t know existed. Centralized data enables the following 
strategic advantages.

Enterprise visibility: Easily compare quality performance across all manufacturing sites.

Ease of deployment: PoD resides in the cloud, making it simple to add new sites, workstations, and 
users.

Access from any device: Users can easily access PoD from any internet-connected device—an 
essential advantage for modern manufacturing enterprises.

Standardization: PoD simplifies standardization and promotes best practices, making quality 
monitoring more effective and efficient across sites.

Reduced operational costs: InfinityQS maintains the IT infrastructure that runs PoD and its database, 
freeing up your IT resources and minimizing total cost of ownership.

Hassle-free updates: Enjoy immediate access to the newest features with automatic updates that 
enable you to constantly improve your quality program with no impact to your IT team.

Transform the Way You Collect, Analyze, & Use Quality Data
PoD’s centralized data repository aggregates data from all manufacturing lines, sites, and suppliers for expanded 
quality analysis. Corporate-wide quality performance monitoring has never been easier.
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Get More Value Out of ProFicient
InfinityQS continually adds new features and enhancements to our software solutions. PoD provides a wealth of 
advanced features that will enable you to expand the scope and value of your quality program.

• Fully automated data collection in ProFicient reduces operator burden, and ensures consistent and accurate 
data from a wide variety of sources including: OPC (DA & UA), flat files, Serial, RS-232, TCP/IP, XPath, 
databases, Wonderware, and GE/Proficy Historian.

• Electronic signatures support regulatory compliance by documenting two-user signoffs on data entry.

• String compare is a new validation tool that helps verify labels, artwork, UPC codes, and more. Simply scan 
or enter a bar code, and the system compares the entry to a known value to support onscreen approvals and 
verification reporting.

• Date code verification simplifies workflow for operators by enabling them to compare a code with a scanned 
or entered package value, such as a Best By date.

Take Your Quality Program to the Next Level

POWERFUL CHARTING OPTIONS

Analyze quality data more effectively and accelerate 
troubleshooting with Multi-Level Pareto Charts, Multi-Level       
Box & Whisker Plots, and CUSUM Charts. Empower your team 
to find new cost-saving opportunities—while improving product 
quality and compliance.

ACCEPTANCE SAMPLING & SUPPLIER MANAGEMENT 

This sampling plan capability—when used in tandem with 
ProFicient’s offline data analysis functionality—provides 
unprecedented insight into supplier quality, enabling more 
effective data-driven supplier management.
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More Capability at No Added Cost

A PoD subscription includes the ProFicient add-on products that your teams will value most—from the plant floor 
to the boardroom—delivered through the cloud to provide a complete quality solution that is standardized across 
sites.

DYNAMIC SCHEDULER

Dynamic Scheduler provides timed and event-triggered data collection 
scheduling and management. Automatic reminders ease operator burden, 
improve on-time data collection, capture critical data during process 
upsets, and improve worker accountability.

CONTROL CHART DASHBOARD

This dashboard provides operators and quality professionals 
with a view of key process control charts, which change 
color if a monitored process goes into an alarm state. Users 
quickly see where to focus their attention and take action.

QUALITY EVENT DASHBOARD

This management-focused tool keeps decision makers aware 
of quality issues by providing high-level quality monitoring 
with drill- down capability. Intuitive graphical displays with 
symbol- and color-coded icons help users quickly understand 
quality events across your enterprise.



Share Operational Insights—from the Plant Floor to the Boardroom
Through the power of cloud-based PoD, you can share data and conduct comparative analyses—between sites—
to ensure consistent quality and determine the best ways to improve overall quality performance.

Quality professionals and team leaders can quickly discover what’s working, which areas need attention, where 
to apply best practices, and how to prioritize improvement efforts—across the entire organization.

Empower Your Digital Transformation

The future of manufacturing depends on agility and adaptability—to whatever challenges lie ahead. Cloud-based 
software is key to enabling a nimble future. Contact your InfinityQS account representative today and upgrade 
your existing ProFicient installation to ProFicient on Demand.

getintouch@infinityqs.com

1.800.772.7978

https://www.infinityqs.com/connect/contact 
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